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(Vaughan, ON, October 24, 2018)

Ryan Hunt & Yanick Boucher get OTSFF-Rockstar Support for 2019
CSRA/ISOC Snowcross Season
OTSFF Group’s Andre Laurin is
pleased to announce that Ryan
Hunt and Yanick Boucher will be
competing in the 2019 CSRA
National and Provincial Snowcross
Championships, as well as selected
ISOC events in the USA, with a
Rockstar Energy Drink helmet
endorsement. This sponsorship
officially designates the two
Bailey Motorsports team members
as bona fide Rockstar athletes.
“Since OTSFF hasn’t been active
in snowcross for a few years, we
wanted to establish some presence
again on the circuit in association
with
our
main
motorsport
sponsorship partner Rockstar Energy. It also gives Rockstar, title sponsor of the CSRA
series, additional exposure on the track and behind the scenes,” Laurin said. “When it
came down to deciding which team and drivers were the right candidates to wear the
Rockstar helmets, Bailey Motorsports and their pro sled driver Ryan Hunt and pro snow
bike rider Yanick Boucher were an obvious choice for us. The team’s management and
their on and off track professionalism are first class and so are their athletes.”
Bailey Motorsports, which is owned and managed by Stuart Hunt, was founded 16 years
ago as a platform for his own snowcross racing, which soon saw his son Ryan and other
family members join the team. Ryan, who was just four years old at the time, has evolved
into a top-ten pro driver, grabbing a No. 6 ranking as a pro rookie in the 2018 CSRA
Nationals. Yanick Boucher, who also races motocross for Bailey Motorsports, claimed
the CSRA Snow Bike National Championship in 2018.
“It’s great to be affiliated with Rockstar and OTSFF. Having them highlight our two
athletes is something we’re pretty pumped about. We know that we have to be doing
something right to even be taken into consideration for their support,” Stuart Hunt said.
“We believe that we can represent Rockstar and OTSFF in the most professional way.
Between our website and social media, we do our best to promote the sport, our athletes,
and last but not least our sponsors.”
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